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Reports of the Total Lunar Occultation: 

 

had shown that in 
our observation site we could observe an 
occultation. So, my friend and I (F.Asghari) 
tried to observe that. We observed and regis-
tered start time easily. Unfortunately, we 

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

-

 

UT (Start in 
dark region) 
- Observed end time:  Unsuccessful (End in 
luculent region) 
- Technique to register the occultation time: 
Stop watch 
- Occultation team members: Farhad Asghari 

 

-

:

 

E, Eleva-
tion: 

 

 
Maksutov-

Cassegrain

    

- and -

 

Distance from observer: 

  

-

 

nd rd

: 

 

and manual equatorial 
mounting was used along with a digital 
stopwatch capable of making time-splits.  

-

th

-

 

according to 
the reductions done by Mr. Poro and Mr. 
Gault. Transparency and stability were fair. 
-

th

-

 

according to the reductions done by Mr. 
Poro and Mr. Gault. Transparency and 
stability were fair. 
The Observer: S. Mirbagheri (Tehran) 

  

--

 
Web site: www.iota-me.com     Email: iotamiddleeast@yahoo.com     IOTA-ME/President & Editor: Atila Poro 

http://www.iota-me.com


 

. The images 
have been made into a short movie that shows the celestial object's rotation and shape. A team led 

 

by the Mount Lemmon Survey in Ari-
zona, but prior to the radar observations, little was known about it," said Lance Benner, a scientist 
at JPL. "By using the Goldstone Solar System Radar, we can obtain detailed images that reveal the 
asteroid's size, shape and rotational rate, improve its orbit, and even make out specific surface fea-

 

miles) wide that rotates once every nine hours. The asteroid's most conspicuous feature 

- -foot) Goldstone antenna in 
California's Mojave Desert, part of NASA's Deep Space network, is one of only two facilities ca-

- -

 

meters) Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico. The capabilities of the two instruments 

 

times more sensitive, can see about one-third of 

 

percent of the sky, can track objects several times longer per day, and can image asteroids 
-

 

comets with radar. JPL manages the Goldstone Solar System Radar and the Deep Space 
Network for NASA.  More information about asteroid radar research is at: http://
echo.jpl.nasa.gov/. More information about the Deep Space Network is at: http://
deepspace.jpl.nasa.gov/dsn. 
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th Mashad Astronomy Club  

th 

 

January of this year in Hossein Fateh high 
school.  
My seminar that presented in the first part of club is about participation in International Occulta-

tion Workshop in Gonbad-e Qabus, that explain keynotes learned in workshop briefly and some 
lateral items like traditional dances and visit Qabus Tower and horse racing stadium. 

 

December in Iran, and 
expressing some occultation observation detailes such as: Timing Methods, Instrument used, ob-
servation conditions, analyse results of observatory data and sending them to IOTA.   
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Solar Eclipse Reports - Astronomy Forum Shushtar  

- - -

 

seconds. 
Photographer and Responsible for supervising groups times: Mostafa Kazemi pour 
Observers and fellow members: Mojtaba Soleimani - Fawzia Mohamed Rezaie - Sa-
kineh Srmdyan - Elahe Bdyyan - Sare Stavy - Sahar Srmdyan - Najme monjezi zade 
- Mohmmad reza muezzin.
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Report: 
Maryam Dehghan 
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behind the Moon  

 

with the purpose of photography and 
obtain the true time of start and end of this solar eclipse. Then, we checked the accuracy of several 
astronomical software with these times. We will report these results soon. By the way, a really 

 

was hidden behind the Moon 
and came out then. This photo shows shortly before the time of start and shortly after the time of 
the end of this memorable occultation.  
So, We (Ali-Reza Hakimi, Roohollah Khalilnejadi, Farhad Asghari and Mostafa Khosh-Angosht) 
are occultation team of Sciences and Astronomy Association of Semnan Province, Damghan, Iran. 
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E. 
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Types of Solar Filters. 
EXR and Solar 

Filter. 

 

UT 

 

UT 

  

UT   
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English Report: 
Ali-Reza Hakimi 

Farsi Report: 
Farhad Asghari 
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Report: 
Maryam Dehghan 

Report: 
Razeh Rezaei 
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As I discussed in my previous article Universal Time for Occultation Observations , there are several methods of obtaining a 
sample of Universal Time (UT) and I also discussed the required accuracy required for both visual (eye) and video (camera) ob-
servations. Most people start their occultation observing career by using visual methods, so that is a good place to start.  

The Tape Recorder and UT. 
The audio tape recorder, together with a short wave time broadcast is the most common method for obtaining event times for 

 

it is getting harder to get a good time signal from a 
nearby transmitter, because many of the  stations are closing down and today only a few remain 
transmitting. The technique involves setting up a radio receiver and a tape reorder close to the 
observer s telescope such that the tape recorder can record the sound of the short wave signal and 
the voice calls of the observer at the same time.  Sometimes an observer would use a stereo tape 
recorder and use separate microphones to record the time signal on one channel and the voice of 
the observer on the other channel, the observer wearing the microphone-headset.   The observer 
would call, in a sharp clear voice 

 

GONE when the star disappeared or BACK when the star 
reappeared. Other pairs of words could be used like Out and In , however Off and On are dis-
couraged because the first letter is the same and it is thought that during a graze, where a series of 

  

telescope and two shortwave receivers and tape recorders, two of each for backup in case 
one failed.  Using this equipment, Hal has observed hundreds of lunar grazes. 
An advantage of using a tape recorder is that the observer can add comments to the recording that 
might be useful during the analysis process.  The comments might include; the weather, cloud or 
fog conditions, if the event was sharp and brief or slow and gradual taking ½ second or so, if the event was a step that might 
indicate that the star has two components and during a graze, blink where the star disappeared and reappeared very briefly 

 

indicating a peak of some kind or flash where the star reappeared and disappeared very briefly 

 

indicating a small valley in 
the lunar limb.   

The Stopwatch and UT 
The stopwatch is second most common method used for obtaining event times for entries in the archive of lunar occultation ob-
servations.   The technique involves first synchronising the stopwatch to UT a few minutes before the event, making a note of 
the synchronisation time, and pressing the lap button when the event occurs and then checking the synchronisation again after 
the event.  Finally the observer would add the lap time to the first synchronisation time, to obtain the event time and making any 
corrections required by the offset observed due to the second synchronisation check.  As you might see, much care must be taken 
to record all synchronisation times and to make all adjustments for human reaction times. I think an observer would be doing 
well to report an event to an accuracy of ½ second.  This technique is not well suited to observing graze events where multiple 
events might be observed.  Also, it might be a good idea to use a tape recorder so that observer comments might be recorded and 
used for later analysis.  

KIWI-PC and UT 
, I assembled a GPS timing rig that became known as KIWI_PC

 

that utilised the KIWI Timestamp Utility

 

millisecond.  I have a Youtube

 

video showing the operation of KIWI-PC.  

For visual observations, the observer holds a momentary switch in his 
hand and when the event occurs, the observer presses the switch which 
triggers the program to write the event time to the PC screen and adds the 
time-stamp to a text file written onto the hard drive.  The text file is used 
for event analysis.  

.   As you can see, the file has everything needed 
for an accurate observation; longitude, latitude, altitude, start time, event 
times and end time. This method in my opinion, is the most accurate and 
reliable method available today for the visual observer, that allows event 

-

 

pulse per second signal.  A 
little knowledge of electronics is needed to make everything work to-
gether. 

Applying UT to Visual Observations 
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NTP Time Servers and UT 
For observers who wish to utilise the internet to acquire their time-base, they must understand that at best, the time shown on the 
computer screen is accurate to about ¼ second of true Universal Time.  There are many programs that say that they are accurate, 
but to my knowledge there are only two programs that have been tested to 

 
and BeeperSync

 
and are freely available for download.  They 

both utilise sophisticated algorithms to determine the time and in the case of 
Beeper Sync, it pings the time server, which in turn bounces the ping back, 
so that the time of the round trip can be measured and the travel time from 
the server to the observer s PC can be accounted for in the displayed time.  
BeeperSync will give the Estimated UTC offset, but this accuracy only ap-
plies to the timing pulse sent to the beeperbox and not to the audio time 
beeps or the screen display. 
To use NTP time for a visual observation, a scheme such as using a camcor-
der to video the time on the PC screen and recording the observer s voice 
calls from the telescope at event time using a microphone on a long cord..  
Later playback of the recordings can be used for analysis.   If this method is 
used for a lunar occultation, reported using Occult the correct choices of 
Method and Time Source are shown on the accompanying picture.         

Reaction Time or Personal Equation (PE) 
There is always a delay between the event happening as observed by the eye, and the human brain to process that into a voice 
call or a finger movement to press a switch.  For occultation observations this delay is called Personal Equation, or PE . This 
time must be reported along with how the observer has applied the PE to his observed time.  Shown here are three choices for 

seconds is 
automatically applied in the processing and archiving routines. 
To make a true estimate of your PE, the program REACT can be used and is available on the Royal Astronomical Society of 
New Zealand s web site.              

Wishing everyone at IOTA-ME, clear skies and good observing. Keep those reports coming in. 
DaveGault - AUSTRALIA  

References: 
Dave s KIWI-PC rig .html 
KIWI Timestamp Utility _nz/kiwi/kiwi.htm 
Youtube Video FIgTmOfE 

4  4/ 
Beeper Sync http://www.hristopavlov.net/BeeperSync 
REACT http://occsec.wellington.net.nz/software/software.htm#React 
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Paul D. Maley 

pdmaley@yahoo.com 
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PREDICTIONS: 

.  The occultation path will be possible to observe first in northern 
Europe before moving southeast  and sweeping across the Caspian Sea; then it passes the towns of Sari, Damghan, and Bandar Torkaman and 
finally Gonabad and Feazabad.  (see 

 
million km from Earth. 

 
Peraga occultation path.

 

.  Prediction quality: good.  Star charts can be found at: .htm

   

The interac-
tive map for this event is at: .HTM

  

million km from Earth on that night. The path runs 
along the coastline and may be seen from Bandar Kanagan to Bandar-e Lengen and possibly Qeshm Island (see ). The path quality is 

-

. Star charts will be posted at: .htm

 

The interactive map can be found at: .HTM

  

.

  

SELECTING SAFE SITES: Safety is always the most important element when conducting an expedition from Tehran to another location. 
Since the occultations occur at night one must be careful of highway conditions, weather on the way to the site and potential delays that might 
result from traffic or other unexpected situations.   

 

Peraga occultation 
we take a close look at highways that cross the path.  Before event setting out Google Earth can be consulted on a computer as a very useful aid 
in potential site selection.  It is always good to space observers as far apart as possible to cover the possible of shifts in the predicted path. In 

 

below, we see that the highway that runs through Damghan and then Shahrud is well positioned.  Note this view uses the MAP option 
which can be selected after bringing up the interactive map. 

. Choosing two sites along the path involves selecting a good road that crosses perpendicular to the path.

 

One idea might be to put a team near the southern edge (blue line) north of Qusheh (see ).  This appears to be a road with many poten-
tial places to pull off.  This view is called the HYBRID option and can be selected after bringing up the interactive map from a choice of op-
tions at the top of the page. 

. The desert road near the southern limit of the path.

 

Using the zoom feature on the left side of the screen, you can get closer or farther views from selected map features. This enables the choice of 
a variety of sites. In addition, the coordinates of the center of the view screen in latitude and longitude are accurately displayed below the 
screen as well as the distance in km from the path center. 

. Small villages and a few roads could be selected as possible observing sites.

 

Even if you know nothing about the region, you  can follow the main highway to select a number of possible small roads or other places that 
could be checked to see if they offered good horizons and no light interference.  

 

is shown for 
more careful examination.  Google Earth provides a very useful tool to help decide on safe sites. 

. Closeup view with Google Earth helps to see the presence of light poles or compounds where lights and people might prevent a suc-
cessful dark sky observation.

  

shows that utility poles exist along larger roads and that one should be careful in case these poles also support electric light fixtures.  
The presence of sand is important to note. If there is wind, then one should set up a site so that all equipment will be protected and the tele-
scope will not be buffeted during the observation. Buildings or walls can be used to hide behind as can automobiles. Once the observers are 
actually en route and can see the sites, they should be checked in daylight first for possible problems such as soft sand or holes where observers 
might be injured in the dark walking about or places where automobiles could become stuck.  Avoid populated areas as this can attract un-
wanted attention. Also be aware of the presence of animals and especially dogs that are not penned up. Avoid setting up on private property. If 
it turns out that a wonderful site has been found that is located on private land, be sure to get permission from the owner before setting foot on 
the property especially at night. In addition, each site should have a reasonably flat horizon especially in the case where the star is at low eleva-
tion.  The above recommendations can first be used to choose a site for the first team close to the southern limit of the occultation. If it is possi-
ble, the second team should move closer to the center (green) line and the same criteria used to select sites there.  Without repeating detailed 
maps, interactive maps which accompany each occultation prediction can be employed with Google Earth to effectively choose the best loca-
tions. Stay away from prohibited areas such as military zones or police checkpoints and borders; be sure to take adequate provisions including 
cell phones in case your transport breaks down. Always inform others in your family or group as to where you will be and be sure to avoid 
large gatherings and telling strangers what you are doing and where you will be located.  In certain cases it may be advantageous to inform 
local authorities of your planned nighttime astronomical activities in case they should be mistaken for something else.  If you take all of these 
precautions into account, your journey to observe asteroid occultations should be safe and productive. Should you have access to a computer in 
the field, it would be advisable to know the URLs of local weather satellite data so that you can track progress of clouds and possibly other 
localized features such as sand or wind storms that could threaten your viewing. Know your equipment. You should become familiar with how 
long it takes to set up your telescope, how long it takes to find the target star and how long to tear down the equipment in case you must move 
to an alternate location.  Have more than one location in your plan that is distant from your primary site in case you are forced to move loca-
tions at the last minute.  If you are within one hour of the time of central occultation, you should plan to remain in place as there is likely not 
enough time to relocate a safe site and perform set up and star finding again. Learn from any mistakes in locating your site and tell others of 
how they could be fixed.  It is always good to have a 'standard' site locating plan that others in your group can follow and benefit from.   Next 
time we will address the topic of PREDICTION RELIABILITY in order to become familiar with the likelihood that choosing a particular loca-
tion relative to the center line will be productive.  

Paul D. Maley, International Occultation Timing Association, Houston, Texas USA  
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